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Looking Ahead
Jan 16. No School. Martin Luther King Day.
Jan 25, Wed, 6pm. Violeta Parent Evening
Feb 3, Fri. No School. Professional
Development Day
Feb 3. Re-enrollment Contracts due.
Feb 11, Sat, 11am. Info Session at Violeta
1/17 Snack, laundry, flowers: Leonor
“Intelligence plus character—that is the goal
of true education."
Martin Luther King, The Purpose of Education,
from Morehouse College student newspaper,
The Maroon Tiger, 1947

Happy 2017 - Feliz 2017

I am following the wavy line with
the scissors

Working with the sandpaper
letters as a group is a lot of fun!

Amaia traveled around the sun four
times, Happy Birthday Amaia!

We had a beautiful first week of class after the winter
break. The children received each other with heartfelt
hellos and lots of spontaneous hugs. It was beautiful
to see so much camaraderie and joy. They settled right
in, choosing their favorite activities and exploring the
changes in our environment: tables in different places,
new objects on the shelves like the alligator or the
Dutch clogs, and new materials like the sewing
activities! We also had some changes in routines with
some friends joining for lunch and staying in the
afternoon.
Language is flourishing in Violeta. Our environment is
rich in opportunities for language, there are lots of
objects to be named, vocabulary cards, books, stories,
poems, songs, and oral conversations between the
children and with the teachers. We encourage the
children to express what they want to say clearly and
we can always find someone who is able to translate,
from English to Spanish as well as from Spanish to
English. We now have several translators in the
classroom!

We collaborated to build the pink
tower together and shared the
beautiful sight!

Enjoying snowy days at the
playground

I missed the plants at
Violeta and the plants
missed me!

Sharing a book in Spanish,
gracias Elena!

